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Focus on Coaching
Keeping in touch
Hi. It is hard to comprehend that
we are now approaching week 16 of
lockdown. For me it feels like
shifting
sand
with
the
Government’s road map and the 5
tests approach. There has been
much uncertainty about the safety
of children and staﬀ ’s return to
their early years settings. It is
incredibly diﬃcult to be sure about
the way forward when there are so
many incremental changes plus the
individual and collective responses
to these.
I hope you are well and managing
the return back to settings - this will
be diﬀerent for each of you - and
some of you may never have been
away. How many children are back
will be dependent on the family
needs and levels of concern of
course, so you might not be back
fully until September. I am looking
forward to hearing from you in due
course, with your own story about
this time.
My own lockdown time has been
spent revisiting some of my
coaching training, undertaking a
visual facilitation course, doing a
writing course plus … sourdough
bread baking and yoga! What have
you had time to do (if anything,
outside of your normal working life?)
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Leadership Learning
Fast practical organisation has had to be managed holding
in balance multiple kinds of judgements and decisions.
Which children need to attend and where will they attend,
their original setting or a new hub location? Which staﬀ can
be involved in that work and which staff must not be
involved for the protection of their own and their families’
health? It has been a sharp and demanding time and we are
not going to be back to normal for a while yet. Here are a
few tips that might help communication with your staﬀ as
they return to work:
1.Managing change Ask staﬀ to rate themselves on a scale
of 1-10 with 1 being very uncertain and 10 being wholly
confident about change. There is likely to be a continuum of
need. You will have some idea about the levels of concern
and who you might need to spend more time focusing on to
help staﬀ members feel safer.
2. Keep in touch with staff not yet back at work The
speed of change is rapid and shifting. It is always better to
hear messages from the top rather than a filtered version via
a what’s app group or a well meaning phone call from a work
friend. Make sure you or another senior leader phone/video
call - it is worth the investment.
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Managing change Where are you now?
In the first two newsletters I shared
with you the Bridge’s model of
transition.
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3. Treat everyone as an individual Try not to make
assumptions about others thoughts and feelings. And
remember these thoughts and feelings can change in anyone
at any time!
4. Focus on staff well being as much as health and safety,
ultimately they go hand in hand
5. Key person working is critical for staff well being as
much as for the children. If this is not possible ensure the key
person has opportunities to share their professional
knowledge with other trusted adults in the setting.

Many people I have spoken to span
all three zones, with a tentative
step towards new beginnings,
knowing there is still a lot we don't
know. New beginnings bring hope,
anxiety, enthusiasm and energy. You
may be recognising these in
yourself or just waiting in the
neutral zone to get through to a
new start in September or other
date.
Might this be a helpful model to
share and discuss with your teams?
What does the ‘new normal’ mean
to everyone?

6.
Ke e p
a
re l a x e d
atmosphere - the staﬀ and the
children will pick up on any
stress or anxiety you may be
feeling.
7. Take a break If you (like
many leaders) are someone who
has not had a break, let yourself
have one over the summer.
Other senior leaders are there
to support you and you do not
w a n t to g e t to S e p te m b e r
feeling already burned out.

A useful training link:

the Covid 19 Pandemic

(Achievement for all)
You may find this helpful to share with staﬀ:
https://afaeducation.org/blog/covid-19-blogs/transitions-timefor-a-rethink/

Contact
I look forward to hearing from you. I
can oﬀer some coaching sessions before
the end of the school term if/when you
are ready and into August if you are
working then. This can be via Zoom, a social
distanced walk or meet-up outside somewhere of
mutual convenience. I appreciate it is diﬃcult to
invite visitors into settings.
Best wishes Ruth
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